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SUMMARY

Included in this document is a compilation of most of the major research reports, journal articles, presentations, and contractor reports, written and published by the Langley Research Center staff or from work performed under contract, monitored by the Center staff. The research covers a number of discipline areas including, but not limited to, aerothermo-dynamics, structures, dynamics and aeroelasticity, environment, and materials. This bibliography has been compiled for historical purposes.

In the beginning days of space shuttle documentation reporting, an immense amount of wind-tunnel data was generated in support of the space shuttle by Langley personnel and the volume of publications became too great for the in-house reporting system to handle. As a consequence, a reporting system was utilized with Chrysler Corporation through a NASA contract (NASA-13247) for data management. The reason for this contract was (a) to provide a uniform data base at one location and (b) to get the data into the information system rapidly. The resulting reports were referred to as SADSAC (System for
Automated Design of Shuttle Aerothermodynamic Characteristics) originally and later called DATAMAN (Data Management) reports. In order to properly present the full story of Langley's involvement in space shuttle development support, it was thought pertinent to include these publications in this report. In some instances the SADSAC/DATAMAN publications were converted to NASA contractor reports or to the NASA technical memorandum report series. This cross reference has been indicated where known.

References are listed chronologically within three major categories: A. NASA Formal Reports, B. Contractor Reports, and C. Articles and Conferences. In addition, an Appendix A has been included to list the SADSAC and DATAMAN publications during the past decade which have not always been credited to Langley though the research was performed by Langley researchers using Langley's and other government facilities for testing.
BACKGROUND

The Langley Space Shuttle Technology Task Group was established by the Langley Research Center Director on July 11, 1969 (LaRC Announcement 45-69) because of strong NASA interest in a large space station or base and an efficient transportation system or shuttle to supply it. The concept of a reusable space shuttle was of particular interest.

The responsibilities of the Task Group included:

1. Develop an integrated Langley research plan in support of the shuttle.

2. Help coordinate the implementation of this plan within the Center.

3. Assist NASA's Office of Advanced Research and Technology (OART) in developing a "Space Shuttle Technology Program."

4. Assist NASA's Office of Manned Space Flight (OMSF) and its Centers in conducting space shuttle studies and configuration selections.

5. Serve as a focal point within Langley for developing solutions to specific shuttle problems.

Further support for the Task Group was announced on August 1, 1969 (LaRC Announcement 54-69) involving personnel assignments, and location of Task Group in Building 1251. This announcement stated the activity of the Task Group would require heavy involvement of many other divisions at the Center and established an
Engineering Design Office and a Technical Program Coordinating Office, reporting to Mr. Eugene S. Love, Head, Space Shuttle Technology Task Group.

To provide a continuing focus for Langley research and technology support of two major system developments then planned for the 1970's, the space station/base and the space shuttle, a Space Systems Research Division was established on January 11, 1970, (LARC Announcement 1-70) with Mr. Love being named Chief of this new division.

In addition to the specific research and study tasks, the Space Systems Research Division was to assume a Center-wide coordination function for the space shuttle and space station activities. Because of the responsibility for Center-wide coordination of space station/base and space shuttle activities, the structure and charter of the SSRD was different from that of most research divisions. As Langley's focal point, SSRD was to involve other research divisions so that their full available strength could be brought to bear on critical problems.

The references included in this bibliography show the magnitude of studies, both in-house and under contract, across Center division and directorate lines which have provided the intensive support required by this major developmental effort over the last decade.
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Ware, George M.; and Spencer, B., Jr.: Low-Subsonic Aerodynamic Characteristics of a Shuttle-Orbiter Configuration With a Variable-Dihedral Delta Wing. NASA TM X-2206, January 1971.
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Ware, George M.; and Spencer, Bernard, Jr.: The Effects of Surface Roughness and Angle of Attack Transition on the Aerodynamics of a Space Shuttle Orbiter at Mach Numbers From 0.25 to 4.63. NASA TM X-71940, 1975.
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Preisser, J. S.; and Lowder, H. E., Jr.: Comparison of Theoretical and Experimental Steady Wing Loads on a Space Shuttle Configuration at Mach Numbers of 0.6 and 1.4. NASA TM X-3404, September 1976.
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Lamb, M.; and Stallings, R. L., Jr.: Heat-Transfer Distributions on a 0.013-Scale Shuttle Solid Rocket Booster at Mach 3.70 and Angles of Attack From 0 Degrees to 180 Degrees. NASA TM X-3417, November 1976.


Anon.: Volume II, Sensing and Data Acquisition, OAST Summer Workshop, NASA TM X-73962.
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Ransome, Philip O.; Morrison, J. D.; and Minster, John E.: Environmental Effects on Space Shuttle Reusable Surface Insulation Coated With Reaction Cured Glass. NASA TM-90071, 1979.
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Shinn, Judy L.: Comparison of Predicted and Experimental Real-Gas Pressure Distributions on Space Shuttle Orbiter Nose for Shuttle Entry Air Data System. NASA TP-1627, April 1980.
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Stone, David R.: Static Aerodynamic Characteristics and Oil Flow and Electron Beam Illumination Results of a 0.005-Scale Model Langley Concept Space Shuttle Orbiter (LO-100) at a Mach Number of 20.3. NASA CR-128763, (NAS9-13247 Chrysler Corporation), 1973.
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Ball, J. W.; and Lindahl, R. H.: Upper Wing Surface Boundary Layer Measurements and Static Aerodynamic Data Obtained on a 0.015-Scale Model (42-0) or the SSV Orbiter Configuration 140A/B in the L-V HSWT at a Mach Number of 4.6 (LA58). NASA CR-144592, (NAS9-13247 Chrysler Corporation), 1976.

Ball, J. W.; and Klug, G. W.: Results From Investigations in Three NASA/LaRC Hypersonic Wind Tunnels on a 0.004-Scale Model Space Shuttle Orbiter (Model 13P-0) to Determine Real Gas Effects (LA78, LA87, LA88). NASA CR-147620, (NAS9-13247 Chrysler Corporation), 1976.

Anon.: Low-Subsonic Stability and Control Characteristics of a 0.015-Scale Remotely Controlled Elevon Model (44-0) of the Space Shuttle Orbiter in the Langley Research Center Low Turbulence Pressure Tunnel (LA61B). NASA CR-147629, (NAS9-13247 Chrysler Corporation), 1976.
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Harris, J. E.; and Browell, E. V.: Evolutionary Shuttle Atmospheric Lidar Program. Presented at the Ninth International Laser Radar Conference, Munich, Germany, July 1979.
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Ware, G. M.; and Spencer, B., Jr.: Investigation of Subsonic Stability, Control and Performance Characteristics of the LRC Variable-Dihedral Orbiter, DMS-DR-1018, September 1970.


Ware, G. M.; Spencer, B., Jr.; and Johannesen, B.: Low Speed Aerodynamic Characteristics - GAC Orbiter H-33, DMS-DR-1189, April 1972.


Ware, G.; and Spencer, B., Jr.; and Johannesen, B.: Transonic Aerodynamic Characteristics - GAC H-33 Orbiter, DMS-DR-1195, June 1972.
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Stone, D.: Static Aerodynamic Characteristics and Oil Flow and Electron Beam Results of a 0.005-Scale Model Langley Concept Space Shuttle Orbiter (LO-100) at a Mach Number of 20.3. DMS-DR-2023, (NASA CR-128763), June 1973.
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Freeman, Delma: Results of Dynamic Stability Tests Conducted on a .012-Scale Modified 089B Shuttle Orbiter in the AEDC-VKF Tunnel B at a Mach Number of 8.0 (LA42). DMS-DR-2132, (NASA CR-141535), May 1975.


Gamble, J. D.; Spencer, B.; and Ware, G. M.: Low Supersonic Stability and Control Characteristics of a 0.015-Scale Remotely Controlled Elevon Model (49-0) of the Space Shuttle Orbiter (LA63A). DMS-DR-2270, (NASA CR-144579), December 1975.

Gamble, J. D.; Spencer, B.; and Ware, G. M.: Low Supersonic Stability and Control Characteristics of a 0.015-Scale Remotely Controlled Elevon Model (49.0) of the Space Shuttle Orbiter (LA63A), DMS-DR-2270, (NASA CR-144579), December 1975.


Ware, G.; Spencer, B.; and Pope, T. C.: Transonic-Supersonic High Reynolds Number Stability and Control Characteristics of a 0.015-Scale (Remotely Controlled Elevon) Model 44-0 of the Space Shuttle Orbiter Tested in the VSD High Speed Wind Tunnel. DMS-DR-2266, (NASA CR-144607), July 1976.


Ellison, James C.: Results From Investigations in the Three NASA/LaRC Hypersonic Wind Tunnels on a 0.004-Scale Model Space Shuttle Orbiter (Model 13P-0) to Determine Real Gas Effects (LA78, LA87, LA88). DMS-DR-2311, (NASA CR-147620), August 1976.


Parrell, H.; Gamble, J. J.; and Spencer, B.: Transonic High Reynolds Number Stability and Control Characteristics of a 0.015-Scale Remotely Controlled Elevon Model (44-0) of the Space Shuttle Orbiter Tested in the CALSPAN 8-Foot TWT. DMS-DR-2269, (NASA CR-147624), September 1976.


Spencer, B.; and Ware, G. M.: Low-Subsonic Stability and Control Characteristics of a 0.015-Scale Remotely Controlled Elevon Model (44-0) of the Space Shuttle Orbiter in the Langley Research Center Low Turbulence Pressure Tunnel. DMS-DR-2300, (NASA CR-147629), October 1976.


Ware, George and Spencer, Bernard: High Supersonic Aerodynamic Characteristics of Five Irregular Planform Wings With Systematically Varying Wing Fillet Geometry Tested in the NASA/LaRC 4-Foot UPWT (Leg 2), (LA45A/B). DMS-DR-2297, (NASA CR-147628), November 1976.
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Spencer, B.; and Ware, G. M.: High Supersonic Stability and Control Characteristics of a 0.015-Scale (Remotely Controlled Elevon) Model 44-0 Space Shuttle Orbiter Tested in the NASA/LaRC 4-Foot UPWT (Leg 2) (LA75), DMS-DR-2318, Vol. 2, (NASA CR-147647), December 1976.


Spencer, Bernard; and Ware, George M.: Transonic Control Effectiveness for Full and Partial Span Elevon Configurations on a 0.0165-Scale Model Space Shuttle Orbiter Tested in the LaRC 8-Foot Transonic Pressure Tunnel. DMS-DR-2184, (NASA CR-151061), April 1977.
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Spencer, Bernard; and Ware, George M.: Supersonic Control Effectiveness for Full and Partial Span Elevon Configurations on a 0.0165-Scale Model Space Shuttle Orbiter Tested in the LaRC Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel. DMS-DR-2182, (NASA CR-151062), April 1977.

Spencer, B.; and Ware, G. M.: Results of a Drag Reduction Investigation on a 0.010-Scale Model of the Space Shuttle Vehicle 72-OTS Launch Configuration Tested in the LaRC 8-Foot Transonic Pressure Tunnel for the Mach Range of 0.3 to 1.20. DMS-DR-2233, (NASA CR-151068), June 1977.


Spencer, B.; and Ware, G. M.: Results of a Drag Reduction Investigation on an 0.010-Scale Model of the Space Shuttle Vehicle (72-OTS) Launch Configuration Tested in the LaRC 8-Foot Transonic Pressure Tunnel for the Mach Range of 0.35 to 1.20. DMS-DR-2257, (NASA CR-151369), September 1977.

Ware, G.; and Spencer, B.: Effect of SILTS Pod on the High Supersonic Aerodynamic Characteristics of a 0.015-Scale Shuttle Orbiter Model (44-0) Tested in the NASA/LaRC 4-Foot UPWT (Leg 2). DMS-DR-2399, (NASA CR-151388), November 1977.

Ware, G.; and Spencer, B.: Effect of SILTS Pod on the Low Supersonic Aerodynamic Characteristics of a 0.015-Scale Shuttle Orbiter Model (44-0) Tested in the NASA/LaRC 4-Foot UPWT (Leg 1). DMS-DR-2396, December 1977.
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Spencer, Bernard; and Ware, George M.: A Study of Transonic Beta Hysteresis of an 0.015-Scale Model 44.0 Space Shuttle Orbiter Tested in the NASA/LaRC 8-Foot Transonic Pressure Tunnel. DMS-DR-2352, (NASA CR-151383), January 1978.

Ware, George M.; and Spencer, Bernard: Effect of SILTS Pod on the Transonic Aerodynamic Characteristics of a 0.015-Scale Shuttle Orbiter Model (44-0) Tested in the NASA/LaRC 8-Foot TPT. DMS-DR-2395, January 1978.

Spencer, Bernard; and Ware, George M.: Results of a Drag Reduction Investigated on an 0.010-Scale Model of the Space Shuttle Vehicle 72-OTS Launch Configuration Tested in the LaRC 8-Foot Transonic Pressure Tunnel for the Mach Range of 0.35 to 1.20 (LA36). DMS-DR-2224, (NASA CR-147650), March 1978.
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Spencer, Bernard; and Ware, George M.: Low Supersonic Stability and Control Characteristics of a 0.0015-Scale (Remotely Controlled Elevon) Model 44-0 Space Shuttle Orbiter Tested in the NASA/LaRC 4-Foot Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel (LA101). DMS-DR-2390, (NASA CR-160481), June 1980.
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Spencer, Bernard; and Ware, George M.: Effect of Tailcone Cut-Off and Sting Configuration on the Aerodynamic Characteristics of a 0.030-Scale (Remotely Controlled Elevon Bodyflap and Rudder) Model 201-0 ALT Orbiter Tested in the NASA/LaRC 8-Foot TPT (LA99). DMS-DR-2373, (NASA CR-160821), 1980.


Scallion, W. I.: Results of Tests on a 0.02-Scale Space Shuttle Launch Vehicle Model (890TS) in the LaRC 16-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel to Determine Pressure Distribution Along the External Tank Lox Cable Tray (LA132). DMS-DR-2471) (NASA CR-160514), 1980.